Appendix A
Pattern Library
This appendix lists the pattern identifiers built into the LAPIS library, describing what each identifier is designed to match. When an identifier is defined by TC patterns, the TC patterns are
specified afterward.

A.1

Business

Identifiers in the Business namespace are defined by TC patterns in the file USEnglish.tc.
Address
State

matches U.S. state names and their two-letter abbreviations.

ZipCode matches 5-digit and 9-digit U.S. zip codes appearing just after a State in an address.
State is either "Alabama" or "Alaska"
...
or "Wisconsin" or "Wyoming"
or word = case-sensitive
either "AL" or "AK"
...
or "WI" or "WY"
ignoring nothing
@ZipCode is Number equal to /\d\d\d\d\d/
ignoring nothing
just after State
ZipCode is flatten either @ZipCode
or @ZipCode
then "-"
then Digits equal to /\d\d\d\d/
ignoring nothing
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Date

DayOfMonth matches a numeric day of the month, 1-31, appearing in a date, with optional “th”,
“nd”, or “st” suffix.
DayOfWeek matches the English name of a weekday or its three-letter abbreviation.
LongMonth matches the English name of a month or its three-letter abbreviation.
ShortMonth matches a numeric month, 1-12, appearing in a date.
Month

matches either LongMonth or ShortMonth

LongYear matches a four-digit year from either the 20th or 21st centuries
ShortYear matches a two-digit year appearing in a date.
Year

matches either LongYear or ShortYear

Date

matches a date, which contains at least a month and a year, and optionally a day of the
month, day of the week, and a time.
@DayOfMonth is Number equal to /[12][0-9]|3[01]|0?[1-9]/
ignoring nothing
@DayOfMonth is either @DayOfMonth
or @DayOfMonth
then "th"
ignoring nothing
or @DayOfMonth
then "nd"
ignoring nothing
or @DayOfMonth
then "st"
ignoring nothing
@DayOfWeek is Word equal to either "Sun"
or "Sunday"
or "Mon"
or "Monday"
or "Tue"
or "Tues"
or "Tuesday"
or "Wed"
or "Wednesday"
or "Thu"
or "Thurs"
or "Thursday"
or "Fri"
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or "Friday"
or "Sat"
or "Saturday"
ignoring nothing

@LongMonth is Word equal to either "Jan"
or "January"
or "Feb"
or "February"
...
or "Dec"
or "December"
ignoring nothing
@ShortMonth is Number equal to /1[012]|0?[1-9]/
ignoring nothing
@Month is either LongMonth or @ShortMonth
@LongYear is Number equal to /(19|20)\d\d/
ignoring nothing
@ShortYear is Number equal to /\d\d/
ignoring nothing
@Year is either LongYear or @ShortYear
Date is flatten either
either @LongMonth
then @DayOfMonth
then @LongYear
or @LongYear
then @LongMonth
then @DayOfMonth
or @DayOfMonth
then @LongMonth
then @LongYear
ignoring either Spaces
or Punctuation
or either @LongMonth then @DayOfMonth
or @LongMonth then @LongYear
ignoring either Spaces
or Punctuation
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or either @Month
then @DayOfMonth
then @Year
or @Year
then @Month
then @DayOfMonth
or @DayOfMonth
then @Month
then @Year
ignoring /[-\/]/
or @DayOfWeek
then @LongMonth
then @DayOfMonth
then Time
then Word
then @LongYear
ignoring Spaces
DayOfMonth is @DayOfMonth in Date
DayOfWeek is @DayOfWeek
LongMonth is @LongMonth
ShortMonth is @ShortMonth in Date
not in Time
Month is either LongMonth or ShortMonth
LongYear is @LongYear
ShortYear is ShortYear in Date
not in Time
Year is either LongYear or ShortYear

Money
Money

matches a number preceded by a dollar sign

Money is "$" then Number
ignoring nothing
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Number
Number

matches a number with optional comma separators and decimal point. Comma separators are recognized only up to 999,999,999. A better definition of Number would
use a regular expression, as ScientificNotation does.

ScientificNotation matches a number with optional exponent (E+/-).
@Number is either Digits
or Digits
then ","
then Digits
ignoring nothing
or Digits
then ","
then Digits
then ","
then Digits
ignoring nothing
@Number is either @Number
or @Number
then "." then Digits
ignoring nothing
Number is either @Number
or "-" not just after Word
then @Number
ignoring nothing
ScientificNotation is /-?\d+(\.\d+)?(\s*[Ee][-+]?\d+)?/
PhoneNumber
PhoneNumber matches a 7-digit or 10-digit US phone number separated by dashes.
AreaCode matches the 3-digit area code that starts a 10-digit phone number.
FaxNumber matches a phone number labeled by the word “fax” before or after it.
@PhoneNumber is Number equal to /\d\d\d/
then "-"
then Number equal to /\d\d\d\d/
ignoring nothing
AreaCode is Number equal to /\d\d\d/
ignoring nothing
just before @PhoneNumber
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PhoneNumber is either @PhoneNumber
or AreaCode then "-"
then @PhoneNumber
or AreaCode then @PhoneNumber
or "(" then AreaCode
then ")" then @PhoneNumber
FaxNumber is PhoneNumber
either just after "fax"
or just before "fax"
ignoring either Punctuation
or Spaces
Time
matches a 12-hour or 24-hour time specification, with optional seconds and optional
AM or PM.

Time

Time is Number equal to /[012]?\d/
then ":"
then Number equal to /\d\d/
ignoring nothing
Time is either Time
or Time
then ":"
then Number equal to /\d\d/
ignoring nothing
Time is either Time
or Time then Word equal to either "am"
or "pm"
ignoring nothing
Time is either Time
or "midnight"
or "noon"

A.2

Characters

Identifiers in the Characters namespace
lapis.parsers.CharacterParser.
Token

are

defined

by

matches runs of non-whitespace characters.

Alphanumeric matches runs of alphanumeric characters (letters or digits).
Digits

matches runs of digits.

Letters matches runs of letters.

the

Java

class
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LowerCaseLetters matches runs of lowercase letters.
UpperCaseLetters matches runs of uppercase letters.
Punctuation matches runs of punctuation.
Whitespace matches runs of whitespace characters.
Linebreak matches individual linebreak characters.
Spaces

matches runs of space characters.

Tab

matches individual tab characters.

A.3

English

Identifiers in the English namespace are defined by TC patterns in the file USEnglish.tc.
Sentence
Sentence matches English “sentences” that start with a capitalized word and end with a period,
exclamation point, or question mark.
@EndingPunctuation
is either "." not just after case-sensitive
either "Dr"
or "Mr"
or "Mrs"
or "?"
or "!"
either just before Whitespace
then UppercaseLetters
or ending Paragraph
@StartingWord
is CapitalizedWord
either just after @EndingPunctuation
or starting Paragraph
Sentence is from @StartingWord
to @EndingPunctuation
in Paragraph
contains Spaces
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Word
Word

matches runs of alphanumeric characters.

AllCapsWord matches a word which consists entirely of uppercase letters.
CapitalizedWord matches a word starting with uppercase letters.
LowerCaseWord matches a word consisting entirely of lowercase letters.
MixedCaseWord matches a word with both uppercase and lowercase letters, where at least one
uppercase letter occurs strictly inside the word.
Word is Alphanumeric
CapitalizedWord is Word starting UppercaseLetters
ignoring nothing
AllCapsWord is Word equal to UppercaseLetters
ignoring nothing
LowerCaseWord is Word equal to LowercaseLetters
ignoring nothing
MixedCaseWord is Word
contains LowercaseLetters
then UppercaseLetters
ignoring nothing

A.4

HTML

Identifiers in the HTML namespace are defined by the Java class lapis.parser.HTMLParser.
Attribute matches a name-value attribute in an HTML tag.
name-attr matches an attribute named name. For example, href-attr matches the href
attribute in an <a> tag. An identifier of this form is defined for every attribute named
in the HTML 4.0 specification.
AttributeName matches the name part of an attribute (the part before the equals sign, or the
entire attribute if no value is given).
AttributeValue matches the value part of an attribute (the part after the equals sign).
Element matches a complete element, running from its start tag to its matching end tag (if any).
[tagname] matches a complete element named tagname. For example, [body] matches the
part of the document running from <body> to </body>. An identifier of this form
is defined for every tag in HTML 4.0.
Tag

matches any tag, which may be either a start tag or an end tag.
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StartTag matches any start tag.
<tagname> matches a start tag named tagname. An identifier of this form is defined for every
tag in HTML 4.0.
EndTag

matches any end tag.

</tagname> matches an end tag named tagname. An identifier of this form is defined for every
tag in HTML 4.0.
Text

A.5

matches a run of text between tags.

Internet

Identifiers in the Internet namespace are defined by TC patterns found in the file
Internet.tc.
EmailAddress matches an email address in conventional user@hostname form.
Hostname matches either an IP address or a domain name.
IPAddress matches an IP address in n.n.n.n form.
RootDomain matches the most common root domain names, such as edu, com, and org.
URL

matches a Uniform Resource Locator.
EmailAddress is Token containing "@"
trim off Punctuation
IPAddress is Digits then "."
then Digits
then "."
then Digits
then "."
then Digits
ignoring nothing
RootDomain is Word equal to either "com"
or "edu"
or "gov"
or "mil"
or "org"
...
or "it"
or "fi"
just after "."
ignoring nothing
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Hostname is either IPAddress
or /[\w\-\.]+/
ending "." then RootDomain
URL is from case-sensitive either "http:"
or "ftp:"
or "mailto:"
or "file:"
or "gopher:"
or "news:"
or "nntp:"
or "https:"
or "telnet:"
or "wais:"
or "prospero:"
or "javascript:"
to point just before either Whitespace
or ’"’
or "’"
or ">"

A.6

Java

Some of the identifiers in the Java namespace are defined by the class
lapis.parsers.JavaParser. Others are defined by TC patterns in the file Java.tc.
ActualParameter matches an expression passed as a parameter to a method call.
ActualParameterList matches the parenthesized list of parameters to a method call.
Block

matches a block of statements surrounded by curly braces.

Class

matches a Java class declaration, including its body.

Comment matches a Java comment, both // style and /*..*/ style.
Constant matches a constant expression, such as a number, character or string literal, or the
identifier null.
Expression matches an expression.
Field

matches a variable declaration in a class.

FormalParameter matches the declaration of a method parameter.
FormalParameterList matches the parenthesized list of parameter declarations in a method.
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Identifier matches a user-defined identifier, such as a variable name, method name, or class
name.
Import

matches an import statement.

Interface matches a Java interface declaration, including its body.
LocalVariable matches a local variable declaration inside a method.
Method

matches a method declaration, including its body.

MethodBody matches the body of a method, surrounded by curly braces.
MethodCall matches an expression that calls a method.
MethodName is Identifier just before FormalParameterList
MethodBody is Block ending Method
ignore nothing
MethodCall is Identifier then ActualParameterList
Statement matches a statement.
matches a type, such as a class name or primitive type.

Type

VariableName matches the name of the variable in a variable declaration.
VariableName is Identifier in either field
or localvariable
or formalparameter
not in type
not in expression

A.7

Layout

Identifiers in the Layout namespace are defined by TC patterns, some in the file Layout.tc,
and others in the file HTML.tc.
Delimiters
CurlyBraces matches a balanced set of curly braces, {...}.
Parentheses matches a balanced set of parentheses, (...).
SquareBrackets matches a balanced set of square brackets, [...].
Parentheses is balances "(" with ")"
SquareBrackets is balances "[" with "]"
CurlyBraces is balances "{" with "}"
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Form
matches an HTML form.

Form

Control matches an HTML form control, such as a button or text field.
Button

matches an HTML form button.

Checkbox matches an HTML checkbox.
matches an HTML drop-down menu.

Menu

RadioButton matches an HTML radio button.
Textbox matches an HTML text field.
Form is [form]
Control is either [input] or [textarea] or [select]
view source
Textbox
is either [input]
contains type-attr
contains either "text"
or "password"
or [input] not containing type-attr
or [textarea]
Button
is [input]
contains type-attr
contains either "button"
or "submit"
or "reset"
or "image"
Menu is [select]
Checkbox
is [input]
contains type-attr contains "checkbox"
RadioButton
is [input] contains type-attr contains "radio"
Image
Image

matches an image in a web page

Image is [img]
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Line
Line

matches a line in a plain text file.

BlankLine matches a line with nothing but whitespace characters in it.
Break

is a synonym for Linebreak.
Line is nonempty from either start of page
or end of linebreak
to either linebreak
or end of page
Break is Linebreak
BlankLine is Line not containing Token

List
List

matches an HTML list.

Item

matches a single item in a list.

BulletList matches a bulleted list.
Bullet

matches a single item in a bulleted list.

NumberedList matches a numbered list.
NumberedItem matches a single item in a numbered list.
DefinitionList matches an HTML definition list.
Term

matches a term in a definition list.

Definition matches a definition in a definition list.
List is either [ul]
or [ol]
or [dl]
Item is either [li]
or [dt] then [dd]
BulletList is [ul]
Bullet is [li] in BulletList
NumberedList is [ol]
NumberedItem is [li] in NumberedList
DefinitionList is [dl]
Term is [dt]
Definition is [dd]
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Page
matches the entire page or file.

Page

Page is all
Paragraph
Paragraph matches (in plain text) a group of lines separated by blank lines, or (in HTML) a
block-level element, such as [p] or [li]. Paragraph is defined by the Java class
lapis.parsers.SystemParser.
Rule
matches a horizontal rule (<hr> element in HTML).

Rule

Rule is [hr]
Table
Table

matches an HTML table.

Row

matches a row in a table.

Cell

matches a cell in a row.
Table is [table]
Row is [tr]
Cell is either [td] or [th]

A.8

Style

Identifiers in the Style namespace are defined by TC patterns found in the file HTML.tc.
Bold

matches text in boldface.

Heading matches a heading.
HeadingN matches headings of size N , where N can range from 1-7.
Italic

matches text in italics.

Italics is a synonym for Italic.
Link

matches a hyperlink.

Target

matches a hyperlink target (an <a name=> element in HTML).

Underlined matches underlined text.
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Bold is either [b]
or [strong]
Italic is either [i]
or [em]
Italics is Italic
Underlined is [u]
Link is [a] starts <a> contains href-attr
Target is [a] starts <a> contains name-attr
Heading is either
or
or
or
or
or
or
Heading1
Heading2
Heading3
Heading4
Heading5
Heading6
Heading7

is
is
is
is
is
is
is

[h1]
[h2]
[h3]
[h4]
[h5]
[h6]
[h7]

[h1]
[h2]
[h3]
[h4]
[h5]
[h6]
[h7]
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Appendix B
TC Pattern Operators
This appendix presents an alphabetical list of operators in the TC pattern language. For more
details about the syntax and use of the pattern language, see Chapter 6.

B.1

And
expr1 and expr2

Matches regions that match both expressions. Equivalent to algebra operator ∩ (Section 3.5.1).
See also Section 6.2.15.

B.2

Anywhere After
anywhere after expr

Matches regions anywhere after some match to expr. Equivalent to algebra operator after (Section 3.5.2).

B.3

Anywhere Before
anywhere before expr

Matches regions anywhere before some match to expr. Equivalent to algebra operator before
(Section 3.5.2).

B.4

Balanced from-to
balanced from expr1 to expr2

Matches a nested set of regions whose start delimiters match expr1 and end delimiters match
expr2. Equivalent to algebra operator balances (Section 3.6.8).
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B.5

Case Sensitive
case sensitive expr

Forces literal and regular expression matches inside expr to be case-sensitive.
not case sensitive expr
Forces literal and regular expression matches inside expr to be case-insensitive (the default).
See also Section 6.2.8.

B.6

Contains
contains expr

Matches regions that contain at least one match to expr. Equivalent to algebra operator contains
(Section 3.5.2).

B.7

Either-Or
either expr1 or expr2

Matches regions that match either expr1 or expr2. The either is optional. Equivalent to
algebra operator ∪ (Section 6.2.15).
See also Section 6.2.15.

B.8

End of
end of expr

Matches the end points of regions matching expr. Always returns a set of zero-length regions.
Equivalent to algebra operator end-of (Section 3.6.1).

B.9

Ends
ends expr

Matches regions that end at the same point as expr. Ignores background regions around the end
point. Equivalent to algebra operator ends W (Section 3.6.13).

B.10

Equals

equals expr
Matches regions that match expr. Ignores background regions around both start point and end
point. Equivalent to algebra operator equals W (Section 3.6.13).

B.11. FLATTEN

B.11
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Flatten

flatten expr
Flattens the regions that match expr, by combining nested and overlapping regions into a single
region. Equivalent to algebra operator flatten (Section 3.6.12).

B.12

From-To

from expr1 to expr2
Matches a flat region set consisting of regions that start with a match to expr1 and end with the
next match to expr2. Equivalent to algebra operator fromto (Section 3.6.8).

B.13

Identifier

identifier
Matches the regions matched by the pattern bound to identifier in the pattern library.
See also Section 6.2.3.

B.14

Ignoring

expr1 ignoring expr2
Sets the background set to the regions matching expr2, then evaluates expr1 and returns its
matches.
See also Section 6.2.14.

B.15

In

in expr
Matches regions lie in some match to expr. Equivalent to algebra operator in (Section 3.5.2).

B.16

Is

identifier is expr
Assigns the pattern expr to identifier in the pattern library, and returns the matches to expr.
See also Section 6.2.5.
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B.17

Just After

just after expr
Matches regions that lie after and adjacent to some match to expr. Ignores background regions
when testing for adjacency. Equivalent to algebra operator just-after W (Section 3.6.13).

B.18

Just Before

just before expr
Matches regions that lie before and adjacent to some match to expr. Ignores background regions
when testing for adjacency. Equivalent to algebra operator just-before W (Section 3.6.13).

B.19

Literal

"string"
’string’
Matches regions consisting of the literal characters string. Either single or double quotes may
be used to delimit the string.
See also Section 6.2.8.

B.20

Melt

melt expr
Melts the regions that match expr by combining nested, overlapping, or adjacent regions into a
single region. Equivalent to algebra operator melt (Section 3.6.12).

B.21

Nonzero

nonzero expr
Matches regions that match expr and contain at least one character. Equivalent to algebra operator
nonzero (Section 3.6.4).

B.22

Not

expr1 not expr2
Matches regions matching expr1 that do not match expr2. Equivalent to algebra operator −
(Section 6.2.15).
See also Section 6.2.15.

B.23. NTH

B.23
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Nth

nth
nth
nth
nth

expr
expr1 in expr2
expr1 before expr2
expr1 after expr2

The first form matches the nth region in the document that matches expr. The other forms match
the nth match to expr1 that lies in, before, or after each match to expr2.
The “nth” can be written in a variety of ways:
• 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, ...
• first, second, third, ..., tenth
• last, 2nd from last, 3rd from last, ...
• second from last, third from last, ...
Equivalent to algebra operator nth n (Section 3.6.5).

B.24

Or

expr1 or expr2
Matches regions that match either expr1 or expr2. Equivalent to algebra operator ∪ (Section 6.2.15).
See also Section 6.2.15.

B.25

Overlaps

overlaps expr
Matches regions that overlap some region matching expr.
overlaps (Section 3.6.3).

B.26

Equivalent to algebra operator

Overlaps End Of

overlaps end of expr
Matches regions that overlap the end point of some region matching expr. Equivalent to algebra
operator overlaps-end (Section 3.5.2).
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B.27

Overlaps Start Of

overlaps start of expr
Matches regions that overlap the start point of some region matching expr. Equivalent to algebra
operator overlaps-start (Section 3.5.2).

B.28

Prefix

prefix identifier expr
Changes the current namespace to identifier for the scope of expr.
See also 6.2.7.

B.29

Regular Expression

/regexp/
Matches regions that match the regular expression regexp.
See Section 6.2.10 for the regular expression operators supported by LAPIS.

B.30

Start of

start of expr
Matches the start points of regions matching expr. Equivalent to algebra operator start-of (Section 3.6.1).

B.31

Starts

starts expr
Matches regions that start at the same point as expr. Ignores background regions around the start
point. Equivalent to algebra operator starts W (Section 3.6.13).

B.32

Then

expr1 then expr2
Matches regions that are the concatenation of a region matching expr1 with a region matching
expr2 that lies after and adjacent to it. Ignores background regions when determining whether
expr1 and expr2 are adjacent. Equivalent to algebra operator then W (Section 3.6.13).

B.33. TRIM

B.33
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Trim

expr1 trim expr2
Matches regions that match expr1 with an overlapping match to expr2 removed from the start
or end point. Equivalent to algebra operator trim (Section 3.6.14).

B.34

View

view source expr
view rendered expr
Forces literals and regular expressions inside expr to be matched against the HTML source or the
rendered view of a web page. Has no effect on a plain text document.
See also Section 6.2.11.
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Appendix C
LAPIS Commands
This appendix lists the script commands recognized by LAPIS, in alphabetical order. Standard Tcl
commands are not included in this appendix; only new commands defined by LAPIS. For more
information about LAPIS scripting, see Chapter 8.

C.1

Back
back [n]

Backs up to the previous document in the page history. The optional argument n is the number of
pages to back up. This command has the same effect as the Back toolbar button.
See also: Section 8.8.

C.2

Calc
calc pattern
[-count]
[-sum]
[-average|-mean|-avg]
[-min]
[-max]
[-stddev]

Calculates statistics on the regions matching pattern. Only numeric regions are included in the
statistics; nonnumeric regions are ignored. The statistics returned depend on which options are
given:
• -count returns the number of numeric regions matching the pattern
• -sum returns the sum
• -average returns the mean of the regions. -mean and -avg are synonyms.
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• -min returns the minimum of the matching regions
• -max returns the maximum
• -stddev returns the standard deviation

If only one option is given, then calc returns only the computed value. If multiple options are
given, then calc returns a Tcl list of values in the order the options were given. If no options are
given, calc computes all the statistics and returns a formatted display.
See also: Section 8.1.5.

C.3

Click
click pattern

Clicks on the hyperlink or form control described by pattern. Throws a Tcl exception if pattern does not match exactly one hyperlink or form control.
See also: Section 8.10.

C.4

Count
count pattern

Returns the number of matches to pattern.

C.5

Delete
delete pattern

Deletes all regions matching pattern. Synonym for omit.
See also: Section 8.1.3.

C.6

Doc
doc [string]

Returns the current document
doc string [-type type]
Sets the current document to string. With -type, the document is created with content type
type. Possible content types are text and html. Without this argument, the content type is
guessed from the content of string, defaulting to text if no valid HTML tags are found.
See also: Section 8.12.

C.7. ENTER

C.7
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Enter
enter pattern value

Sets all form fields matching pattern to the value value.
• For text fields, value is a string which is entered in the field.
• For menus and lists, value is the name of the selected value.
• For radio buttons and checkboxes, value should be one of the following: on, off, yes,
no, true, false, 0, 1.
See also: Section 8.10.

C.8

Exec:
exec:command

Runs command as an external program.
See also: Section 8.6.

C.9

Extract
extract pattern
[-startswith start]
[-endswith end]
[-separatedby sep]
[-as type]

Extracts all regions matching pattern.
• -startswith prints start before each extracted region.
• -endswith prints end after each extraction region.
• -separatedby prints sep between each pair of regions (after the previous region’s end
and before the next region’s start).
• -as converts the extracted regions to type, which may be either text or html.
See also: Section 8.1.1.

C.10

File:

file:filename
Loads the file named filename and returns it as the current document.
See also: Section 8.3.
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C.11

Forward

forward [n]
Goes forward to the next document in the page history. The optional argument n is the number of
pages to go forward. This command has the same effect as the Forward toolbar button.
See also: Section 8.8.

C.12

Ftp:

ftp://hostname/pathname
Retrieves a file by FTP and returns it as the current document.
See also: Section 8.3.

C.13

History

history
Prints the page history to standard output. This command is designed for the LAPIS typescript
shell (lapis -tty), which would otherwise have no other way to show the history.
See also: Section 8.8.

C.14

Http:

http://hostname/pathname
Retrieves a web page by HTTP and returns it as the current document.
See also: Section 8.3.

C.15

Insert

insert pattern string
Inserts string at all points matched by pattern. Synonym for replace.
See also: Section 8.1.4.

C.16

Keep

keep pattern [-outof recordpattern]
Keeps only records matching pattern and deletes the rest.
• -outof specifies a record set rather than inferring it from pattern.
See also: Section 8.1.3.

C.17. OMIT

C.17
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Omit

omit pattern
Deletes all regions matching pattern.
See also: Section 8.1.3.

C.18

Parse

parse parser
Binds the patterns described by parser into the pattern library. The parser can be one of three
possibilities:
• a filename ending in .tcl, which is interpreted as a script of Tcl commands;
• a filename ending in .tc, which is interpreted as a file of TC patterns;
• the name of a Java class implementing lapis.Parser. The class is loaded, an instance is
created, and its bind method is called.
See also: Section 8.6.

C.19

Property

property [-get] name
Returns the value of the property named name on the current document.
property -set name value
Sets the name property to value.
property -list
Returns a Tcl list of the property names defined on the current document.
See also: Section 8.13.
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C.20

Relocate

relocate
[-base url]
[-override]
Adds the HTML element <base href=url> to the current document. The url is obtained as
follows:
1. From the -base argument, if specified.
2. From the base property of the current document, if any.
3. From the url property of the current document, if any.
If none of these can be found, relocate makes no change to the current document. If the current document already has a <base> element, relocate does nothing unless the -override
option forces it to replace the existing <base>.
See also: Section 8.13.

C.21

Replace

replace pattern template
Replaces all regions matching pattern with template. The template may include embedded
pattern substitutions surrounded by curly braces.
See also: Section 8.1.4.

C.22

Save

save [filename]
[-backup extension]
Saves the current document to filename, or to the file the current document was loaded from if
no filename is specified.
If the file already exists, the old contents are backed up to filename~ by default. The backup option changes the backup extension from ~ to extension. If extension is the
empty string, backup is disabled.

C.23

Show

show [-brief] [-all]
Prints the content of the current document to standard output. This command is designed for use
in the LAPIS typescript shell (lapis -tty) and for scripts run from the command line.
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• -brief displays at most a fixed number of lines, half from the start of the document
and half from the end. The number of lines displayed is controlled by the Tcl variable
lapis::displayLimit, which defaults to 25. This is the default when show is called
interactively.
• -all displays the entire document. This is the default when show is used in a script.

C.24

Sort

sort pattern
[-by keypattern]
[-order [reverse] dictionary|numeric|unicode|random]
Sorts the regions matching pattern.
• -by specifies a sort key in each record. If no -by option is specified, the entire record is
used as a sort key.
• -order specifies the sort order. Default is dictionary.
Multiple sort keys may be specified with multiple -by and -order arguments.
See also: Section 8.1.2.

C.25

Submit

submit [-form formpattern]
[-button buttonpattern]
Submits a web form in the current page.
• -form specifies the form to submit. If -form is omitted, the first form in the page is used.
• -button specifies the button that should be pressed to submit the form. If no -button
argument is given, the first button of type submit is pressed.
See also: Section 8.10.
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